Vehicles D20 / Sulovani Mark XX Tank
Sulovani Mark-XX Attack Tank
The Sulovani are a race of sentient artifical vbeings from outside the galaxy.
It is unknown who originaly created them but they gained sentience and broke
away and destroyed their masters. They created other sentient artificials,
computers, machines, droids ect. They built an entir civilization with castes
based on function, industirlal labour, intellectual, military ect. They took
over all the space that was controled by their former masters and reshaped
it. Afetr they wiped out the last survivors of their creator race, they were
not satisfied. They felt they were perfect and flesh and blood creatures were
a plague on all the universe and had to be eliminated. They expanded outward,
they expoanded across one fourth of their galaxy but were stopepd by what they
called the Great Wall. This was a strange energy disrupting phenomenon that
blocked any further travael through the galaxy on their part. So instead they
expanded outside their galaxy. They conquered countless races and none stood
a chance. That was until they met a race that was also conquering their own
galaxy, Humans. These Human creatures were clever and icnredibly dangerous
violent beings bent on domination and destruction. They ahd incredible
willpower and resisted the Sulovani by sheer forceof will. The Sulovani
retreated in defeat. They continued scouring the space outside the humans'
galaxy until they emt yet napother conqueror race, the Ssi-ruuk. Ever scicne
their first encounter the ssi-ruuk and the Sulovani have been at war with one
another. To try and breka the deadlock, the Sulovani started a new line of
powerful attack tanks with Sulovani sentience in them. The conflict between
the Sulovani and the Ssi-ruuk blew over into the human galaxy causing it to be
terrorized by both yet again.
The Mark-XX was the first in this new generation of Sulovani attack tanks.
The Mark-XX is a behemoth measuring 18 meters long and 9 meters wide. It is
equiped with twin 30cm Hellbore Cannons mounted and firelinked on a single
rotating turret. Also 16 Heavy Unlimited Repeater Blasters run on small
turrets along the side to deal with any enemy foot soldiers. The droid
sentience driving the Mark-XX is superior to anything in the 'Human Galaxy'
in terms of droid brains. It can manage almost all of it's weapons firing at
once, however the Hellbores usualy cannot be fired while the repeaters are
being fired. This has led to an exploitation by the Sulovani's enemies. When
the repeaters stop firing they know it's about to fire the Hellbores.
Craft: Sulovani Mark XX Tank
Class: Speeder [Ground]

Size: Garguantuan (18 m long)
Passangers: 0
Cargo Capacity: 0
Speed: 30 m
Max Velocity: 90 km/h
Cost: Not Avaialble For Sale
Crew: None (droid brain)(Skilled +4)
Initiative: +0 (-4 size, +4 crew)
Maneuver: +0 (-4 size, +4 crew)
Defense: 16 (-4 size, 10 armor)
Shield Points: 0
Hull Points: 110 (DR 10)
Weapons:
Double 30cm Hellbore
Fire Arc: Turret
Attack Bonus: +1 (-4 size, +2 crew, +3 fire control)
Damage: 9d10
Range Increments: 250 m
16 Heavy Repeating Blaster
Fire Arc: 8 Left Turret, 8 Right Turret
Attack Bonus: +4 (-4 size, +2 crew, +6 fire control)
Damage: 3d8
Range Increments: 80 m
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